CRR Global has helped hundreds of companies, government agencies, and non-profit organizations around the world through our ground-breaking Relationship Systems Intelligence (RSI) work. RSI is the ability to maximize one’s relationship with a group, team or system and to relate to it as a whole.

Teams with higher RSI are more productive and report greater team cohesion and satisfaction than teams with lower RSI.

“An intelligent team is a productive team.”

WHAT ARE WE DOING?
- Evolving coaching cultures within organizations
- Addressing challenges and experienced pain points
- Creating from, rather than reacting against, inevitable emerging change

HOW ARE WE DOING IT?
- Leveraging modern systems thinking
- Operationalizing cutting edge theory and research into practical coaching tools

WHY ARE WE DOING IT?
- To equip and empower the profession of coaching
- We believe Relationship is the most important and undervalued currency available
- To access information beyond our own personal capacity

Are you an executive or employee facing an organizational challenge within your company that needs to be addressed and explored?

Are you a coach who has landed a big client and needs help scaling up in order to accommodate their needs?

See what CRR Global’s corporate services can do for you!
“My effectiveness as a trainer and coach working with individuals, partnerships and organizations has been greatly enhanced by the ORSC™ philosophy and training. In a custom design project with the CRR Global team, my business partner and I created a course powered by the ORSC™ model called Alchemy that is now being offered to facilitators and coaches throughout the world. I highly recommend tapping into the considerable resources CRR Global brings to their client engagements.”

Jim Patterson, CPCC, ORSCC

CORPORATE SERVICES

CRR Global offers internal coach and leadership training and consulting services to create the ground conditions for maximum organizational effectiveness.

Together with our most senior certified practitioners, we bring:

- ✔ 20+ years experience working with corporate and non-profit organizations.
- ✔ Experienced ORSC™ coach/consultants in 30 countries around the world.
- ✔ Capacity to work with any size organization, large or small.
- ✔ Multiple areas of application expertise; from change management to leadership development, employee engagement to team effectiveness.

CUSTOM PROGRAM DESIGN

If you would like to include more ORSC™ tools in your workshops or if you are seeking to develop a very specific program for a client’s organization, CRR Global can help you design a powerful experiential program. We have many years experience developing customized workshops and interventions for a variety of industries.

CONSULTING & SUPERVISION SERVICES

Regardless of whether you are a fully-trained and practicing coach, or just launching your career, CRR Global offers consultation services to support client challenges and opportunities. Our consultants and supervisors are certified ORSC™ practitioners with a wide range of content expertise in working with teams, couples and families. They can help you customize and apply ORSC™ approaches and tools to your current practice.

MENTORING

Mentoring provides current and past students with the opportunity to develop themselves as ORSC™ practitioners. It is frequently used when changing professions (for example, moving from therapy to coaching). Others use mentoring to develop new competencies such as team or couples coaching. All our mentors are ORSC™ certified, experienced and successful practitioners in their areas of expertise.

Call today! 866.435.5939 for details and hourly rates.
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